
Important

RE-CHARGEABLE PARTY PUMP

Screw and push the spout onto the front outlet on the party pump

underneath the iKegger logo.

Attach the liquid line to the bottom of the party pump that will go

into the mini keg.

To clean the pump prior to use put the liquid line into a cup of

warm soapy water, or some sanitising liquid and push the pump to

feed it through the tap system.

Fill your mini keg or growler with a beverage of your choice (beer,

kombucha, negronis etc) and connect the party pump.

Push the button to dispense your beverage.

If you are serving a hot beverage like mulled wine (strained so

there are no bits and it is just liquid), you will need to unscrew the

party pump slightly to allow pressure to be removed so it can pour

correctly.

The party pump will keep drinks good for up to 12 hours, after

that though they will go flat.
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Check the packing sheet below,

if anything is missing lodge a

warranty claim and we will

sort it immediately.

Do not pour boiling hot

beverages from the party

pump, loosen the pump to allow

pressure to release.

You can attach a charger and

operate it while charging.

To Assemble and complete first clean

For contact and FAQs use the website chat
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WHAT'S INCLUDED?

1 x Party Pump Tap System

Push button to operate pump tap

Stainless steel spout attachment

USB to USB C Charing Cord

Liquid Line

Liquid spout

Internal liquid post

Status Light

USB C Charging Input
Tap System Screw

A Stainless Steel Pump Tap with a

screw outlet, liquid post, spout and tap.

1 x  Liquid Line
The liquid line attaches to the internal liquid post

and feeds the beverage up into the Party Pump

Tap System and out through the liquid spout.

The liquid line attaches to the internal liquid post

and feeds the beverage up into the Party Pump

Tap System and out through the liquid spout.

When the status light turns on the tap is low in

battery and must be charged. You can use tap

while it is charging.

Items

For contact and FAQs use the website chat

1 x Spout Attatchment

1 x Type C USB Charging Cord
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